DMED 290
Stills Story Element for HeartlandDigital.com

Project Description
You’ll create a webpage that “tells a story” with a series of still images. You can use any digital camera or even one of the department video cameras to create the stills.

What to do:

• Decide on subject matter for the series of images – it could be an event, a project, an assignment in another class, what you did on Spring Break. In other words, it can be anything – as long as it is visual.
• You should have at least 12 images for this project. You certain can have more, but you should have at least 12.
• The images should include some short narrative from you, describing a little bit about your project. If it’s an event, then explain the event and give the images some context.
• Make it interesting. Try to take enough images to be able to sort out the “boring” ones so your selection is strong and interesting to read and look at.

You can design and lay out your web pages however you think is interesting. You can also make this into a Flash movie if you like. It wouldn’t be hard, and might add an extra element of interest.

The date your story will run:______________________